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DECLARATION OF JONATHA BROOKE 


I am very pleased to have the opportunity to testify in this proceeding. I am a 


singer, guitarist, songwriter, recording artist and the owner of my own independent 


record label, Bad Dog Records. I am an artist and label member of SoundExchange, and 


a long time member of the American Federation of Radio and Television Artists, the 


union that represents recording vocalists. I hope that my broad range of experiences will 


help you to understand the incredible work and effort that artists invest in their 


recordings, the frightening financial risks that we take in order to pursue our art, and the 


consequent importance to us of being paid marketplace compensation when webcasters 


stream our recordings on the Internet. I join with SoundExchange in asking you to set a 


royalty rate in this proceeding that will provide a fair, and much-needed, income stream 


for recording artists. 


Background 


I began playing the guitar when I was twelve years old. By the time I was a 


junior at Amherst College, I was writing songs and performing professionally with my 


fhend Jennifer Kimball as the folk duo called The Story. The Story entered into a 


recording contract with Elektra Records and released two major label albums, Grace in 


Graviv in 1991 and The Angel in the House in 1993. By the mid-1 990s, I was pursuing a 


solo career. I released two more major label albums, Plumb under MCA's Blue Thumb 


label in 1995 and I0  Cent Wings under MCA's Refuge label in 1997. 


In 1998, MCA and I parted company and I entered into a new phase of my career. 


I was touring at the time, and I decided to record a live album on the tour and release it 


on my own label. The label I created, Bad Dog Records, released Jonatha Brooke Live in 







1999 and Steady Pull in 2001. Steady Pull was released both as a traditional CD and also 


in a two-sided DVD AudioIDVD Video version. My Bad Dog Records label also 


released my most recent album, Back in the Circus, in 2004. 


Throughout my career I have been fortunate to receive enthusiastic reviews of my 


live performances and of my recordings. I have included as exhibits several 


representative reviews inchding a Billboard review of my album, 10 Cent Wings (SX 


Exhibit 220 DP), a Billboard review of the single, "I'll Try," from the soundtrack of the 


Disney film Return to NeverLand (SX Exhibit 21 7 DP), a review of Steady Pull that 


appeared in The Wall Street Journal (SX Exhibit 2 18 DP), and a review of Jonatha 


Brooke Live from Rolling Stone (SX Exhibit 219 DP). I have also included a collection 


of press quotes and publicity material from Bad Dog Records (SX Exhibit 222 DP), and a 


concert review from the New York Times (SX Exhibit 22 1 DP). While I've had great 


press and I'm lucky enough to have an audience, I've never had a "hit" record. And I 


think I am representative of the vast majority of working songwriter/recording artists. 


What It Means to Be A Successful Mid-Level Artist 


A lot of people have a naive idea of what it means to be a performer or a 


recording artist today. It is all too easy for them to assume that someone like me, with 


seven albums and an active touring career, must be "loaded" and living a celebrity's life 


of ease and glamour. Certainly, there are a handful of recording artists who, in effect, 


win the lottery and achieve incredible fame and wealth. But by far the great majority of 


artists do not get anywhere near that financial place. They are more like me: facing a 


scary financial picture every day, wondering how best to piece together a living, build a 







career, pay for health insumnce, save for retirement, and continue to develop their talent 


and share their music with old fans and new ones. 


I do count myself as a successful artist, and I believe that is how others would 


view me as well. I no longer have to clean houses, waitress, work as a nanny or a 


housepainter for money - all of which I did - and I don't have to work at Starbucks or 


any other kind of "day job" in order to keep going. I make my living as a recording artist 


and performer, and that alone counts for a real level of success in this tough business. 


My music has been well-received critically, as the reviews I have attached to this 


testimony show. I have a true and loyal fan base that buys my recordings and comes to 


my concerts. I love to perform. I have toured all over the United States and Europe, and 


wherever I go, people come to listen and to share with me the excitement of live music. 


It is hard for me to say so many glowing things about myself, but I do so for a good 


reason - to highlight the true condition of the majority of recording artists today. Most of 


us are "mid-level" artists who have careers, fans and a burning desire to make music - 


but do not have mega-stardom or financial security. 


My Investment in My Work 


Even before I became an independent artist with my own label, I was making a 


huge investment in my music. The labels to which I was signed provided financial 


support for the effort, but only artists provide the voices, the instrumental skill and the 


creative inspiration that are at the heart of making music. Creating a song is an intense 


and painful process. Once in a while, a song arrives like a ten-minute gift - melody, 


chords, lyrics all there - and I thank the Muse for the package. But most of the time it is 


hard work. I try countless ideas and throw most of them away. I sift through stupid ideas 







and false starts, and even Qnce something catches my fancy I work hard and long to bring 


it to completion. I work on my voice and my guitar - my two instruments - in order to 


have the skill and ability to give life to the songs. It is not glamorous, and it is not easy. 


Self-expression is wonderful, but it is frightening, too. I put my whole self into my work, 


and live with the vulnerability that comes from opening my soul to the world. 


The kind of emotional, spiritual and psychological investment in music that I have 


just described is, by its nature, also a financial investment. After all, all that time, energy 


and heart that goes into music is not going into another career or opportunity. Now that I 


am an independent artist with an independent label, I am also making the other kind of 


financial investment - the investment of dollars in my career. There are no advances, 


tour support, publicity or marketing coming from a major corporation. Everything I 


need, I pay for. If I want a band - and I do want to perform with other musicians - I must 


pay the musicians. I love to tour and my fans want to hear me live - but that means that I 


must pay for transportation, insurance, hotels and all the related costs for me and my 


band. I need to record, but that means that I must pay for studio time, mixing, 


engineering, musicians, manufacturing, distribution and marketing. I pay for promotion 


and publicity. The reality of the business means that I am in debt most of the time and 


juggling expenses all of the time. The largest portion of what I earn must go back into 


Bad Dog Records. 


Perhaps the hardest thing about building a recording career in music is that there 


is just no formula for how to do it. You believe in yourself. You gamble, big time. You 


lose your shirt and hope it comes back to you. If you're lucky you find other people to 


believe in you and gamble with you, and you hope that you can repay them. You try new 







things - like my DVD Audio release of Steady Pull - and hope they work out. You 


refine your judgments, you worry, and you work, work, work. 


My Income from My Work 


Just as there is no formula for how to invest in your career, there is also no one 


income stream that is sufficient to meet your personal and artistic needs. CD sales are a 


major component of my livelihood. But of necessity, most of what comes in from sales 


goes back into Bad Dog Records. For example, I am struggling now to put together 


enough money to make my next CD. Most of the revenue I earn must go toward that 


goal, or I will not have a new product. 


Income from touring is a mixed bag. I may just break even after I pay the band 


and all of our expenses. Most of the time I lose money. But I still must tour. For an 


artist like myself, without the exposure that comes from MTV, videos, and pop radio, 


touring is the only way to maintain a presence and a profile. 


I'd like to share an experience with you that underscores the dilemma I face when 


I tour. I have recently been touring in Europe with the recording artist, Joe Cocker. He is 


the featured artist on the tour and I am the opening performer - I play a thirty minute solo 


set at the beginning of each concert. It is easy for people to see only the glamorous side 


of such a gig, and it is true that when I tour with Joe Cocker I get to play in bigger venues 


-just me and my guitar in front of 10,000 people. 


What people don't see is the part that is very costly and far from glamorous. The 


tour itself pays me anywhere from nothing to, if I'm lucky, 500 dollars per show. 


However, that money is quickly eaten up by what I must pay the sound man, the lighting 


designer, the monitor mixer and the guitar technician each night. On top of that, I pay for 







my airfare to and from Europe and for flights within Europe, I pay to rent a car to drive 


myself from one show to the next, and I pay for all of my own expenses, which include 


hotels, meals and gas. At the end of each performance, I stand in the lobby or another 


area of the venue and hope that someone will approach me to buy CDs. That will be the 


only money I make on the tour, and hopefully it will be enough to cover my expenses. 


Because I am a songwriter, I receive some public performance license money 


from the airplay of my musical works. In the last several years, I have been able to 


license some recordings for television programming including Dawson 's Creek, Once 


and Again and Providence, and that provides another bit of income. Now there is a 


Providence soundtrack CD, and I hope to earn some small income from that because my 


song, "Linger," appears on that CD. In 2002, I sang two songs on the soundtrack to 


Disney's Peter Pan movie, Return to Neverland. One was my own composition, "I'll 


Try," and the other was "Second Star to the Right." These are the kinds of opportunities 


that can really make a difference and help me dig out of the financial hole in which I 


often find myself. Hopefully, this kind of work will lead to new income as well. 


The digital performance right in sound recordings has opened up a new and very 


welcome income stream for me. I now receive royalty checks from SoundExchange for 


the digital performance of my sound recordings on non-interactive streaming services 


that use satellite, cable or Internet methods of distribution, including the webcasting 


services that are the subject of this proceeding. No one check from SoundExchange is 


huge, but each is an increasingly important component of how I earn my living as a full- 


time creator. I also receive some revenue from legal downloads of my music on iTunes. 







In short, it takes a14 of these varied income streams - CD sales, live performances 


and touring, license income for my musical works, licensing recordings for television and 


movies when possible, digital performance royalties, and yes, I sell t-shirts, too - to piece 


together a living, and to manage to continue existing as a creative artist. As I hope I have 


made clear, even putting together all these income streams, the financial picture for a 


successful mid-level artist like me remains precarious, risky and frightening. 


Why the Royalties from Webcasting Matter to Me 


If I receive a fair income stream from the use of my recordings on the Internet, 


that will be an enormous help. The difference this money makes can be huge. When I 


receive a royalty check in the mail from SoundExchange for a few hundred dollars, my 


eyes light up. That is money that matters to me. It can help to free me, and other artists, 


from having to nickel and dime on studio time, allow us to pay our musicians closer to 


what they deserve, help us to pay our debts, make our music, and maybe even, once in a 


while, pay ourselves. 


A fair royalty rate for the webcasting of my music has become even more critical 


as new technologies are changing the way in which people think about and listen to 


music. The digital streaming services like the ones in this proceeding offer people a 


different way to listen to music - hundreds of channels playing thousands of artists 


performing every genre and type of recording. As more people use webcasting sites, fans 


will get more of their music by listening to various kinds of streaming services rather 


than by purchasing music in the form of CDs or legal digital downloads. It seems plain 


to me that when businesses are built upon playing my recordings, I should be 


compensated in a way that is sufficient to help me keep going as a creator. Just as a 







grocery store pays a market price to stock its shelves with food, so should a webcaster 


pay a market rate to stock its site with music. 


Some of the recent advances in technology are, of course, positive developments 


and provide artists with new tools to reach out to fans, but there are risks associated with 


these new technologies as well. About a year and a half ago, I chose to make some of my 


sound recordings available as streams on my own web site. I thought that if I allowed 


visitors to the site to hear my music for free, it would spark more interest and more sales. 


I had safeguards installed to prevent stream-ripping, limited the sound quality of the 


sound recordings on the site, and surrounded the streaming options with positive 


messages that encourage loyalty and urge listeners to buy. 


The net result after my year and a half experiment is, in fact, that I'm selling 


fewer CDs than I was before. Moreover, although I took measures to prevent stream- 


ripping from my site, I've had several fans approach me at shows to happily tell me that 


they are able to rip the streamed music and "thank you very much." The fact that a music 


fan can listen to a streamed webcast, and rip it as well, highlights the importance of the 


digital performance royalty for me and artists like me. 


I try to teach my fans about the economic realities of my art and the fact that I 


need their support to keep going. But the availability of free music on the Internet cuts 


into my (and other artists7) ability to sell music, and thus reduces our income in ways that 


we can ill afford. The ability to make unauthorized digital copies of recordings on peer- 


to-peer sites has fostered the idea in the minds of many that music should be "free," and 


the corresponding willingness to take music without permission instead of buying it. 







This reality was brought home to me recently when I was selling CDs after a 


concert in Europe. A middle-aged woman approached me and told me how much she 


loved my music and how exciting it was to meet me. I smiled and asked if she'd like to 


buy my new CD. She brazenly explained that she didn't need to buy my CD because she 


"downloads for free," and that I didn't really need the money anyway because I was 


certainly making plenty of money opening for Joe Cocker. Her audacity stunned me. I 


assured her that selling CDs was the only way I earned money on the tour. I think I 


caught her off guard, and she was sheepishly apologetic, but she still didn't buy my CD. 


She was a fan of my music, but she wasn't prepared to pay for something she could get 


for fi-ee. 


Finally, the royalty rate must not overlook the value of music in people's lives. I 


was at the MIDEM music conference in France in 2003. In a series of panels involving 


independent artists and students, one thing kept coming out. The students said over and 


over that they "couldn't live without music." Sadly, not one of them was actually buying 


music. They were unanimous in their statement that they didn't see the need to pay for 


music since they could get it for free. They were completely unable to correlate their 


need for music with the creators' need to make a living. It's a dangerous disconnect, 


whether it's a student in the south of France, a concert-goer in Holland or a webcaster - 


large or small, commercial or non-commercial -here in the United States. For all of 


them, music is essential, but no one wants to pay a fair market price for it. 


Music fans want to hear sound recordings, and it isn't just any music they want to 


hear. It is our music, the music created by the talent and hard work of musicians, singers, 


writas and recording artists of all types and genres. We are the reason people tune in to 







the radio and Internet webcasting. Our artistic product is what is at the heart of 


webcasters' business. How crazy it seems that I sit here with my hat in my hand, trying 


to convince you, and rationalize why I, and others like me, should be fairly compensated 


for the use of our work in a growing multi-million dollar webcasting industry that simply 


would not exist without the product we create. It is essential that webcasters pay a fair 


market rate for the ability to stream our work - works of art made with our hearts and 


souls - to build and enhance their businesses. 







- * * * 


I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best 


of rny knowledge and belief. 


Date 1 / 
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Billboard review of "I'll Try," from the "Return to NeverLand" soundtrack 


Wall Street Journal review of "Steady Pull" 
Rollinn Stone review of "Jonatha Brooke Live" 
Billboard review of " 10 Cent Wings" 
New York Times concert review 
Bad Dog Records publicity material 
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Jonarha Brooke Bctck irr  [he Circus (Bad Dogiveme) 


.!onarha Brooke has been making intimate, well-crafted records for years, but she remains an outsider to super 
success, her literare folk-pap going tnostIy unnoticed by the public (if adored by critics). Befitting her .&nheisr 
coffeeho~ise roors, B ~ ~ c l i  i i i  r /~e  Circirs is stacked with lovingly detaiied songs as well as cover versions of other 
arrisr's work,  Brooke Ietlding her aching soprano to very personal renditions of "God Only b o w s , "  'Fire ad Rni 
::rid "Eye in the Sky." Sinyiny nyaiilst ui-isetrling dnlm machines and comforting keyboards, Brooke sounds ~vorii i  
rr,eary in songs rent with emotion. It's as if she's survived some travail and needs to lean on her h e n d s  (us). 
b e  1 S!eepiny With tile Light 011" is sung as if she's under the covers, with Brooke's lyric "There's an order to things 
HOW that you're yot-re" ringing tnle for anyone who has ever been devastated by a breakup. "No Net Below" sound 
i~p l  iftiny at first. brit belies another failed relationship. Comedy Central this ain't, but Brooke's firepiace foik may t 
just wllat battered heads and Ionely heans need. (KEN MICALEF) 
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SX Exhibit 222 DP 


Bad Dog Records 
1255 Fifth Avenue #7K 
New York, NY 10024 


Phone (21 2)  840-3233. Fax (212) 860-5556 e-mail: pr&&prarecords.co~n 


JONATHA BROOKE 
BACK IN THE CIRCUS 


"I think that this is the most intimate, honest, cohesive set of songs I've ever done," says 
donatha Brooke of Back in the Circus, her third album on her own Bad Dog label. 
"Maybe I say that every time I make a record, because 1 love every recard I've made, 
and every ane has its own story. But this one really feels special to me." 


Since the early 1990s, the vivacious singer/songwriterlmulti-instrumentalist has won 
immense critical acclaim and built a remarkably devoted fan base with a series of 
beguiling albums showcasing her supple, expressive voice and adventurous, insightfut 
songwriting. Those qualities are particularly impressive on Back in the Circus, on which 
such haunting, personally-charged tunes as "Back in the Circus," "Everything 1 Wanted," 
"Sally," "Sleeping with the Light On" and "Less Than Love Is Nothing (the latter co- 
written and co-produced by Eric Bazilian of HootersfJoan Osborne fame) signal the 
start of a compelling new chapter in Brooke's unique career. 


"This is the first time I've consciously tried to make a record that would have a beginning, 
middle and end," she explains. "1 wanted this album ta feel like a journey, because that's 
what making it felt like to me." 


The new collection, produced by Brooke, is the much-anticipated follow up to her well- 
received 2001 release Steady Pull, which achieved a remarkable level of sales success 
and media exposure without the benefit of major-label support. While her new songs 
exemplify the same standards of lyrical honesty and melodic craft. that have long 
endeared her to her fans, Back in the Circus also finds Brooke exploring some 
challenging new sonic territory. 


Brooke took a distinctly hands-on approach to the album's birth cycle, using digital 
technology to layer a variety of instruments and vocal harmonies on her own. This 
homespun application of state-of-the art gadgetry has yielded a personalized sound that 
intensifies the emotional resonance to Brooke's literate, reflective storytelling. 


'The whole process was the  opposite of the way I've made records in the past," Brooke 
notes. ''It was very ~rgaraic and inspiring f ~ r  met. Working with Pro Tools and M-Audio f 







was able to keep the impact of some of the original performances in my demos and use 
that as the foundation for the actual tracks. And i love the irony of using technology to 
make things sound more gritty and spontaneous. l had fully intended to again produce 
the recard with Bob Clearmountain, who co-produced Steady PUN with me. But at one 
point we got together to listen to the "demos* I had been working on. After listening to 
the tracks Bob looked at me and said, "...wow, sounds like you're already done to me!" 
lie was right. The songs already had everything they needed, and most importantly I'd 
created a very particular sound - an evocative landscape - and 1 didn't want to do 
anything to affect that." 


White Back in the Circus' sonic focus is ideally suited to the emotional intensity of 
Brooke's new compositions, it also provides an exquisite framework for her first-ever 
attempts at tackling outside material. Bravely applying her interpretive gifts to a pair of 
larger-than-life pop classics, Brooke emerges with fresh, poignant re-workings of James 
Taylor's "Fire and Rain" and The Beach Boys' "God Only Knaws." The album also 
includes a seemingly unlikely but unmistakably expressive reading of the Alan Parsons 
Project hit "Eye in the Sky." 


The blend of craft and commitment that drives Back in the Circus has long been a 
constant in Janatha Brooke's work. She started playing guitar and writing songs while in 
her teens, and began performing with fellow student Jennifer Kirnball while both were 
attending western Massachusetts' Amherst College. As The Story, the duo became a 
regionally popular live act, and in 4991 released an acclaimed debut album, Grace In 
GravityI an the independent folk label Green Linnet. The album's grass-roots success 
won The Story a major-label deal with Elektra, which reissued Grace In Gravity and 
released the pair's 1993 sophomore effort The Angel in the House. 


Brooke then launched a consistently cornpHing solo career, signing with MCA/Bluf; 
Thumb for 1995's Plumb and 1997's $0 Cent Wings, which saw her original folk-pop 
styfe evolve towards a more expansive, hardto-pigeonhole sound. After splitting with 
MCA, she took charge of her career by launching Bad Dog Records for 1999's Jonatha 
Brooke Live and 2001's Steady Pull- Despite the tack of corporate clout and major-label 
cash, those indie releases achieved substantial success, significantly expanding 
Brooke's audience and confirming her firmly heid conviction that 'Yhere's still a huge 
audience out there of people who want to hear something that's honest and real." 


The experience of financing her own recording and touring efforts, Brooke says, has 
been exhilarating and educational. "I went into the label thing with my eyes open, and 1 
was prepared to lose my shirt and hope that something positive came of it. It turned out 
to be a good gamble, We were really aggressive with Steady Pull, and we achieved 
some amazing things on our own. The single "Linger" was in t he  top 5 at AAA radio and 
one of the mast played songs of the year. 


Back in the Circus' title inspired the album's striking cover design, which features a 
series of photos in which former dancer Brooke assumes the role of the trapeze artist 
who's the protagonist of the title tune, The big-top metaphor is a particularly apt one for 
the life changes that were the impetus for many of Brooke's new compositions. "I got 
remarried, and I moved cross-country from Malibu to New Yark," she notes, "and f think 
that all of those changes are reflected in these songs." 







"The first three songs I demoed for this record were 'Back in the Circus,' 'Saify' and 
'Everything I Wanted,' and they kind of became the template for the sound and feel that I 
wanted to get," Brooke explains. "1 had demoed them with these little cheesy Casio 
lacrps and some funky samples, and t got really attached to that sound; it felt intimate, 
and it didn't overwhelm the song or my voice, and that was realty inspiring to me. The 
beauty of making a record using ProTools is that you can screw around and experiment; 
try out dumb ideas that may or may not work. Being able to do that easily and cheaply 
opened up a lot of options for me." 


"1 think I've come to a place in my life where I'm really centered and not concerned with 
what anybody else thinks," Brooke states. "It feels great to have made a coupfe of 
records on my own, and to have achieved a certain level of success with them. I've 
learned to trust that feeling in the pit of my stomach, and to know what's right for each 
song. I have amazing fans and I get to do this fur a living. That's a gift, and t guess the 
tone of this record has to do with feeling like I've arrived somewhere as a person, 
coMdent and accepting about who I am." 


Brooke is planning an ambitious concert presentation for a limited run of dates in a New 
Yo& off Broadway theatre to launch the record. After that she'll take as much of that 
show on the road as she can afford. "1 think that 2004 is going to be an exciting year," 
she concludes. "I'm a littie scared, and that's always a good sign." 


Jonatha Brooke catalogue: 
Steady Pui/ BDR 60801-2 
Jonatha Brooke Live BDR 60205-2 
f O  cent wings MCAD 11706 
Piumb BTD 7003 


"Brooke stands out in the crammed arena of female singer-songwriters both for her 
complex, intensely melodic tunes and her uncliched, hearffelt poetry." 


Entertainment Weekly 


"...intelligent, jazz-inflected tunes and a voice certain 
ta appeal to Joni Mitchell fans." 


Peupfe Magazine 


"Brooke has dazzled listeners with her inventive 
guitar playing, gossamer voice and deep moving songs." 


Performing Songwriter 


Back in the Circus [8000175462] available on CD February 24,2004. 


Far more information, contact: 
Regina Joskow (21 2) 331-2053 fregina.jaskow@umu~ic.c:om~ 


ww.ventemustc~coup.com Images available at: www.umvd.com 
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JONATHA BROOKE 
BACK IN THE CIRCUS 


"Ms. Brooke slips considerable craftmanship into her songs. Skill and ambition remain, even 
as her songs have turned to pop forms, showing a fondness for the Beatles and Joni Mitchell. 
Now and then they also hint at Suzanne Vega, Alanis Morissette, Ani DiFranco and Neil Young. 
As the music climbed to graceful resolutions, the implicit promise was that romance can, too." 


Jon Paretes, New York Times 


"High in pitch and preity in tone, Brooke excels at lofty notes that break into faint breaths. Back 
in the Circus is her fifth, and best, work." 


Jim Farber, Daily News 


"Jonatha Brooke has been making intimate, well-crafted records for years. Back in the 
Circus is stocked with lovingly detailed songs. Brooke's fireplace folk may be just what 
battered heads and lonely hearts need." 


Rolling Stone 


"In a perfect world, the prefab poseurs would be waiting tables and the gifted singer-songwriters 
woufd be big stars. Jonatha Brooke tosses around gorgeous chords and whipsmart words 
like Britney tosses her hair. She paints in true grays while Beyonce paints on her next costume. 
She looses water-clear, love-weary phrases the way American Idol loose recycled licks. Such 
elegant pop songs deserve to be head." 


Joan Anderrnan, The Boston Globe 


"This overlooked talent deserves to be heard. If the music world was fair, Jonatha Brooke 
woufd be a huge star. Her songwriting is more memorable and more poignant than Sarah 
McLachtants or Sheryl Crow's. Her voice is more stunningly beautiful than Dido's or Jewel's. 
And she's way cooier than Liz: Phair." 


Gienn Gamboa, Newsday 


"Jonatha Brooke has one of the most distinctive voices af the crowd of singer-songwriters, both 
as a writer and as a vocalist. Back in the Circus ... is another chapter of lush, literate, intricately 
structured pop originats." 


San Francisco Chronicle 


"Jonatha Brooke's Back in the Circus is a !iterate, lyrical and furninaus chef d'oeuvre." 
Billboard 







"Jonatha Brooke's music can't be contained in one category, as her iatest release, Back in 
the Circus, proves. Brooke has moved from folk rock to engaging acoustic to pop perfection 
with ease, There's a little bit of everything." 


Associated Press 


"Back in the Circus is easily Brooke's best recording since her solo debut, "Plumb," fitted with 
lovely music for the lovelorn. Loss, pain and regret -- Brooke" lyrical trademarks -- are made 
palatable by her passionate vocals and clever musicai settings. 


Detroit Free Press 


"Back in the Circus is the heartbreak CD you listen to while dressed to the nines and slumped 
over a martini." 


Karen Iris Tucker, Time Out New York 


"Circus is Brooke's best disc in her decade of album-making." 
Doug Elfman, Las Vegas ReviewJournal 


"Brooke is a woman with a gorgeous voice, an artist who consistently finds interesting ways to 
apply it." 


David Perry, Lowell Sun 


"Brooke has become more musically adventurous, shining throughout Back in the Circus." 
Rashod D. Qllison, Baltimore Sun 


"Brooke gives weighty subjects a breezy pop-song brightness, sophisticated jazzish chords, 
unconventional rhythms, yet never pretentious." 3 412 Stars! 


Tom Moon, Philadelphia Inquirer 


"fndie darling JonaEha Brooke sprinkles her latest disc with three terrific covers.. . the singer- 
songwriter-guitarist keeps things strumming along nicely with her literate, Lilith-Fair-ready 
sounds." 


Chuck Arnold, People 


"full of wry wisdom, chronicles the high wire act of finding real true love: and the messy plunges 
that tend to follow .... also freshly paints classics." 


Entertainment Weekly 


"Jonatha Brooke puts her wry, knowing voice in "Back in t he  Circus" (Bad Dog), this time 
juggling strong adult rock originals with covers of "Fire and Rain," "God Only Knows" and "Eye 
in the Sky." 


Knight Ridder Syndicate 







"Brooke's ornate folk-pop and sophisticated lyricism are in top form on Circus." 
Bill Frost, Salt Lake City Weekly 


"Back in the Circus finds Brooke stretching, and it's quite a feat to witness. Quite simply, 
she's one of the best at the top of her musical game." 


Sean Hickey, Daily Local (Philadelphia) 


"After two successful self-released discs, Jonatha Brooke has returned with the stellar Back 
in the Circus, This will touch listeners in ways that are unique to Brooke," 


Gregg Shapiro, Windy City Times 


"Circus is best listened to from start to finish, a journey to be absorbed in one sitting, 
repeated ty ." 


Christopher Treacy, Bay Windows 


"Ever present are Brooke's knack for storytelling and gorgeous, understated vocal work.. . ." 
JR, Fly Magazine 


"Her voice is siren-like, her lyrics so poetic they seem to have different personal meaning for 
every listener, and her refreshing blend of folk, pop, and rock manages to be both comfortable 
and 'edgy'." 


L.D.H., Frontiers Newsmagazine 


For more information about Jonatha please contact Patrick Rains at (21 2-880-3233) 
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By JIM WSILLI 


J ONATHA BROOKE has been in the mu- 
sic business for a decade. In 1991 she 
formed rhe acoustic folk-gcp duo 


Story and began recording her pristine 
voice and ~nsightful lyrics. By 1994 she'd 
gone solo. But the story now i s  her just-re- 
leased "Steady Full," an dburn that sfg- 
nals she's reached a new plateau. 


The disc seeks to intmduce Ms. Brooke 
to a new audience, one that enjoys the 
beefed.up folk sound of Ani DiFranco and 
Shawn Colvin, to name two obvious influ- 
ences on the recording. In fact, "Steady 
Pull" can he seen as Ms. Brooke's own 
attempt to break out of the folk corner, as 
Ms. Colvin did with her '95 disc "A Few 
Small Repairs." Top-shelf producer Bob 
Ciearmountain worked with Ms, Brooke on 
the new disc, &rid the pair brought iin ace 
musicians for a few tracks: Joe Sample 


and Mitchell Froom on keyboards, Marcus 
Miller on bass and, for vocal duets, old 
friend Neil Finn and Spearhead's Michael 
Franti, among others. They're joined by 
Ms. Broake's new band, with drummer 
Larry Abeman providing the l ~ s e -  
iirnbed piatform on which the arrange- 
menQ are built and guitarist Goffrey 
Moore dashing off some flashy solos. 


Seizing Control 
"Steady Puil" is a lot of fun, thanks to 


smart i w c s  and music that's both relaxed 
and assertive, with a bit of funk to ener- 
g z e  Ms. Brooke's folk-based songs. She 
says it's the sound she's been after since 
1998, when, midtow, she was suddenly 
dropped by her record label, MCA, and 
faced with some big choices. "1 was reatly 
down," she said during a recent conversa- 
tlon. "But then I reaiized nothing had 
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~ k e  Amps Up 
> changed. I stfll had music to play. In a 


way, it was very strengthening." 
That was when Ms. Brooke decided to 


seize control of her own career by starting 
Bad Dog records and issuing a recording 
of performances at various concerts, The 
aptly named "Live" ('99) showcased a 
newly aggressive Jonathit Brooke, a 
singer-songwrfter intensifying the sound 
of her prevtous solo albums and her w0t.k 
wleh Jennifer Kirnbail in The Story. Brian 
Blades sat in on dntms, and Gerry Le- 
onard provided what Ms. Brooke described 
in the liner notes as "strange, brilliant 
ambient guitar," She admits the "Live" 
dlsc was a bit of an experiment. "It was a 
test to see if I could put out a record by 
myself," she sald. Perhaps more Irnpr. 
tantly, it gave her audience notice that she 
was going after a crisp, contemporary 
sound, 


"Most of them are witling to grow with 
me," she said of her fans. "But some 
cringe when I play elecMc guitar or bass. 
I think most peopie respect it when some- 
one is trying to evolve. People tile to be 
challenged." 


'Most of them are 
willing to grow with 


me: says the folk 
singer -songwriter of 


her fans. 


For "Steady Pull," she retained the im- 
mediacy of "Live" by performing her v u  
c& and guitar parts in the studio as if she 
were on stage: in front of a mike, with Mr. 


Jaatirza BrookE's % b d y  PUP 
hits stares this week. 


that feit dlsapgointed when Lt only sold 1.6 
miliion discs during the first week its new 
album was available. She says she's sure 
she can count on sales of 15,000 lo 100,000 
discs, a11 bought by her loyal fans who 
came to her during The Story days and 
have stuck with her. Her promotional bud- 
get was based on those sales figures, but 
though the record came out just this week, 
she concedes, "we've already spent that 
money, Oh well." 


Webones Tour 
Sa she'll be promoting "Steady Puil" ail 


by herself on a bare-bnes tour of Borders 
bookstores through early March. Follow- 
ing that, she plans to take her band on the 
road in the U.S. through June. She's also 
trying to cobble together a summer tour of 
Europe. This modest approach may work 
in her favor since, In many ways, a quiet 
bookstore may still be the best venue for 
newcomers to bear Ms. Brooke: Her iyncs 
remain her strong point. There is a re. 
fresMng directness to the words on 
"Steady Put]," which has two basic 
themes: the fire of passion, and what re- 
mains after those names go out. 


CIeamountain recording even the gaffes. Sometimes the tfrernesmeet neatly ln 
"There's so much music now that's shined the same tune: "1 am leaving beeatlse I 
up and glossed over," she said. "I wanted love you/ I am Lealing betituse I don't; 
peopie to know there's a human being sing- And I'm hoping you s i l l  fol!ow! and I 'm 
ing on this record." praying that you won't" is  haw laves dies 


"I would love to sell a coupie of miltian in "'Linger," the aibum's catchy opening 
copies," she laughed, "but i have no 115~- cut and first single. "My clothes are in 
sions about compeHng with the 19-year- your closet and my bw& surround yo8r 
olds" who top the charts. "I have bow for bed/ 1 wander what y ~ i i  expected and 
everything, but I guess E hope it reaches a what ychi got instead," she s ;np  in the 
iot of people." I title track, S r f m  adding, "'W~rre there is 


It won't be easy. She knows tsxfay's pop rain there $5 hope rcr treaserre." 
scene is geared toit'sd promoting acls Bur it's her sang "1'11 Take I r  Rm 
with a saccilinrine-sweet sound and lyrics Here" that seems to best summarize her 
&at are ever-so-slightly naughty. Ms. own situation: "1'11 take it from here/ I'll 
BmLe broods wryiy about a boy band succeed or I will fail but i wiil decide." 
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Brooke 
yonatha Brooke 
Live 
H A I I  n o t ;  


A F:er be ing  released f r o m  
her  p r e v i o u s  record-iabel 
conrract, thir ty-four-year-  


old Boston-born singer-songwriter 
Jonatha Brooke has made this odd- 
ty  beguiling album available at he r  
Web site. Culled From '98 concerts 


and recorded largely with a defer -  
ential trio, this collection throws a 
crisp, unforgiving light on Brooke. 


She withstands the b r igh t  focus ,  
though: Writing a b o u t  " the  still 
point of desire," fu tu re  lives, people 
with "~erfect  blond" causins who 


toss hats into the air, Brooke i s  pure 
folk clarity cut with pure rock opac- 
ity. H e r  vocal pitch is spectacular, 
her  melodies  unwind a n d  detai i  
themseives at unhurried rhythmic 
paces, and turns like "is This Ail" 


a n d  "Aiways"  e v o k e  V i r g i n i a  
Waolf's personai odysseys ar.d Au- 


drey Hepburn's rich subriety - as- 


sociaiions chat Brooke herseif i n -  
vites. T h e  worid hasn't  heard the 
end of her, -JAMES H U N T E R  
&For more infsrmation, go ro 


wrnw.,~zzoti7abrc~hee~om) 
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JQNATHA BROOKE 1'11 Try (4:07) 
PRODGCER: Slewart Lrkine 
WRITER: J .  Sraoke 
PUBLISHER: Wait Disney Music, ASCAP 
Walt Disney Records W744 (aiburn track) 
CVhu would ever imag~nl: ihiil 
l a n a t h , ~  ilri>oke's inost-;tppral;ng 
single In ye,irs wailid iomc i i ~ i ! r t t i y  
of GISI IC~? . i t ; 1  ' r~y., t >  il 1 5 2  IZC I>l<,- 


menl { r i m  ilir soui>dtr;tsk tu /?cc.iui.il 


io fittier /.rind. lhe flew .tniii>aled 
Peter tJan vehicle, l'he delicaic sailad 
opens wiih the soft stroke o i l i  piano. 
lollowrd by a mesmrr~zi i ig  voc;rl por- 
icrmsnce (rt:m [he stiigt.r!sting- 
w r ~ t t r .  rife with vulneriibilrly ; ~ l i l j  337 


O C L ~ S $ G ~ ~ S I  worid-wearij trcmble. 
Wh ik  the lyric AII ccrt;tlr;iji be 
applied to the rr iuctance a i  osr ,>I 
the mor~r 's  characleis t l )  believc ji> 


!he nlag~cai Never :.and, for growi:- 
ups,  : t  i;~!ks T J ~  t h e  b t r u i c i c  Liil 
e::Jiirt ,.: t z : : ~  !IIT:C u r  < i ; : c , > l ~ c r  !%) 


!x>!d ,;!I ; > ~T.:::;I:\ 12 .j d<. 


. 5 ; X > r ~  ,'i'z!: too t,r<+d t t >  i l>X5. I IF !5,<j 


uirl Ls bui idvr iA:1 :hose ;ht;<rxi: go-  
rrei, (5  :?<> 4 i l ~ t ;  t? ! : : :  ;I> L i l P  


i t i i .>i  <i ;~d ;:i<:c 2usL I :r;, k i t  :: 5 
56 b. c.i " ' .o u. h+i ><ji>g ?zdj 0;: posiiivt 
;:<lie, c:> : P C  1 1 : \ 2 5 > ~  $*.<:!> bL4k;:) 


.k:<:.*>;i~; ;3ri,,Jke :i;:;:?.6<!:c;:, ; i ; ; ,k ; ;?g 
L ~ I >  - 2  b<,i eg ;,! t f ; : : , 2 $ h  ci$;d !tjr!;, 


+ , ~ , c < , ~ " l , : . , ; , '  ' '  ... 4 < .  - . :, s : ; : ! ) ; ; y  :<d<.c;x:. :? .::;c: 
2cr 'J ~ Y i  >,., \'y ?><% ~ : 2 $ ; 0 ; ; 5  .::CLij?d :;zv 
<ouf;[:;; h4::c > :c?J jy  $ : < ~ < d  ;!q ; J f ;  


[&:$ +J::g.:> ;E<:rc.L$: g<jzf~r::<<d, [t,?, 
,,:v ;*::I :iijcf ~~+!!":~i<~;~ri.--.fl 
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JONATHA BROOKE 
1 0-Cent Wings 
Producer(s): Alain Mallet 
Refuge/MCA 1 1706 
Genre: POP 
SPOTLlGWT 
Originally reviewed for week ending 11/29/97 


Signaling the grand ascent of one of the mast gifted and unique artists 
of the decade, " 10-Cent Wings" is an album that creates its own 
electrifying equilibrium, locGng eavesdroppers into an orbit too 
gripping to resist. Brooke's previous work, whether solo or with 
former act the Story, was always marked by a trenchant level of 
truth-telling and musicality. At its best, ir moved with the 
gravity-defying grace of great ballet. Incredibly, " 10-Cent Wings" is 
&en better: You betieve that a singer/songwriter can take flight. The 
edgy ~nteiligence, wit, and aural surprise in songs like "Secrets And 
Lies," "Crumbs," "Because I Told You So," "Landmine," and 
"Annie" are so direct in their fierce rightness that the listener feels a 
keen pleasure both public and secret, as if music had the might to 
restart [he day according ro its own intimate clock. The album's 
producer, Aiain Maller, with a sure grasp of the coiled power and 
sinirous peai of Brooke's voice, pen, and playing, makes the tough, 
clear drama of her work build and then detonare in the imagination. 
" 10-Certt Wings" is essentiai, Iike taking a deep breath after 
witnessing something magnificent. 
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